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Epic List Smart Phrase 1. Open the
SmartPhrase Manager workbench.
Epic Button Tools SmartPhrase
Manager. 2. Click New Phrase. 3. In
the Search SmartLists field search
for BLANKto find the template for
building your own lists. 4. Select
Blank Single or Blank Multiple
depending on the number of
variables that can be selected at
once. Creating Your Own SmartLists
- University of Virginia In the world
of EHRs these are known as smart
phrases or dot phrases. While there
are multiple EHR s, Epic has been
adopted most widely by hospitals
and has the largest user database
outside of the VA System. Epic
smart phrases are easy ways of
putting in documentation that is
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either standard or can be filled in to
make a complete document. EPIC
Smart Phrases - StudentDoc EPIC
EMR SMART PHRASE CHEAT SHEET
BAY AREA CANCER PHYSICIANS
RADIATION ONCOLOGY JOHN
SALZMAN MD - VALERY UHL MD GOPAL SACHDEVA MD Created by:
Bay Area Cancer Physicians
(bacancer.com) Last Modified:
04/05/2013 1 We hope this list of
“smart” phrases helps make
creating your Epic note templates a
bit easier. EPIC Smart Phrases DocShare.tips When recording the
history, if you’re not using Dragon,
use SmartPhrases for common
things to save time, such as .w =
with, .co = complains of, .ha =
headache. For the physical exam in
Objective, each system as a Smart
Phrase, for example: .GEN. General
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– Patient appears well in no
apparent distress, alert &
oriented. Epic SmartPhrases –
World's Best Site – Thoughts on
... Epic List Smart Phrase
functionality, you can create
Smartlists from scratch or add on to
an existing list. Try it Out 1. Open
the SmartPhrase Manager
workbench. Epic Button Tools
SmartPhrase Manager 2. Click New
Phrase 3. In the Search SmartLists
field search for BLANK to find the
template for building your own
lists. Epic List Smart Phrase claiborne.life-smile.me Epic’s
solution for this scenario is called
the Epic SmartList. SmartLists are
pre-defined lists of choices that
users can select from using either
their mouse or keyboard. It can be
especially helpful for documenting
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values that a physician uses again
and again, saving time and
keyboard strokes. Epic Tip of The
Week - Building an Epic SmartList |
MBA ... terms “Phrase” and
“SmartPhrase” are interchanged.
The SuperPhrase ﬁle is separated
into logical, comprehensible
sections of Phrase types. I recommend reading all of chapters 1, 2,
42, and 43. Then read carefully the
introductory remarks of the other
chapters on speciﬁc Phrase types;
Phrases in Part 2 Advanced
Charting Techniques for EpicCare
Physicians ... Creating a smart
phrase that you can customize is
probably the easiest way to do what
you're asking. You would login to
epic, click on the "epic" button on
the top left, and then click on "my
smart phrases" and create it
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there. Epic Provider Tips and Tricks
- Nurse Practitioners / NP
... Customized Smart Links to
Retrieve Lab Values The following
SmartLinks require the user to type
in parameters for processing. You
can determine which lab test
component and how many results
to display. The variables are added
to the original SmartLink. .labbrief
Ex: .labbrief[creatinine:4 Displays a
table with component, value,
date/time resulted. Lab Smart Links
in System Database SmartPhrases
are similar to SmartTexts, but can
be personalized. A new
“Personalize” button on the Epic
toolbar helps tailor SmartPhrases,
order sets and preference lists.
Refer to this Personalization Guide
to find a list of tip sheets for
personalizing what you use Tips and
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Tricks for Getting the Most out of
Epic Clarity Extract The process of
moving and translating data from
your organization's production
environment (live data) to a
separate Clarity server for analysis
and report writing. Community
Library A section on the Epic
UserWeb where customers and Epic
share files, strategies, reports,
SmartForms, training tools and
techniques, implementation tools
and techniques, and more. Glossary
of Epic Terms SmartLists A
predefined list of choices You can
use SmartTools in many places
throughout Epic, such as notes,
patient instructions, and letters. If
you see these buttons, the field is
SmartTool-enabled: Use SmartTexts
SmartTexts are standard templates
or blocks of text used to write notes
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for routine visits or problems
you Outpatient Nurse SmartTools Smart tools –you can
build •Smartphrase–“dot phrase”
–used to pull text, smartlinks, smart
lists, images, etc into your note.
•Review flexibility •Smartlink–“dot
phrase” that pulls information
already existing in the chart •What
are parameters? •Smartlist–A list of
choices of text, smart links, etcthat
can be selected in a note. EPIC
Class - Mercy Medical Center At the
top of your SmartPhrase list page,
click on the ‘Open’ button. A
window will pop up. Enter the name
of the provider you want to use,
then click ‘Go.’ Their SmartPhrases
will all appear. Duplicating
SmartPhrases | Common Ground |
April 1, 2018 To access another end
user’s smart phrases, go to your
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SmartPhrases>
Epic>Tools>SmartTool Editors>My
SmartPhrases 1. Click the open
folder on the top tool bar.
2. Sharing and Importing Personal
.dot Phrases EPIC dot phrases Scott
Glazier. Loading... Unsubscribe from
Scott Glazier? ... Create an autotext
with an embedded smart template Duration: 2:52. Si3 Collaborative
Recommended for you. EPIC dot
phrases A SmartLink is a piece of
dynamic code in Epic that enables a
different message or text to display
based on the evaluation of certain
criteria. SmartLinks can be inserted
into users' notes on the fly, with a
"dot or period" like .NAME to enter
the patient's name, or added to
SmartPhrases and SmartTexts by
placing it between @ symbols, like
@NAME@. How to create a rulePage 9/13
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based SmartLink in Epic One helpful
Epic smart phrase is “.HPROBL,”
which doctors use to reproduce a
patient’s list of active hospital
problems. “When I started working
here, every hospitalist used this
smart phrase in their template,” Dr.
Ramachandran says. “But it is
seldom updated after admission.
You can search and download free
books in categories like scientific,
engineering, programming, fiction
and many other books. No
registration is required to download
free e-books.

.
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A little person may be smiling when
looking at you reading epic list
smart phrase in your spare time.
Some may be admired of you. And
some may desire be as soon as you
who have reading hobby. What
about your own feel? Have you felt
right? Reading is a habit and a
goings-on at once. This condition is
the on that will create you
character that you must read. If you
know are looking for the book PDF
as the out of the ordinary of
reading, you can locate here.
subsequently some people looking
at you even if reading, you may
quality suitably proud. But,
otherwise of additional people feels
you must instil in yourself that you
are reading not because of that
reasons. Reading this epic list
smart phrase will give you more
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than people admire. It will lead to
know more than the people staring
at you. Even now, there are many
sources to learning, reading a
cassette nevertheless becomes the
first complementary as a good way.
Why should be reading? in the
same way as more, it will depend
on how you quality and think just
about it. It is surely that one of the
improvement to take in imitation of
reading this PDF; you can
acknowledge more lessons directly.
Even you have not undergone it in
your life; you can gain the
experience by reading. And now,
we will introduce you bearing in
mind the on-line folder in this
website. What nice of wedding
album you will choose to? Now, you
will not recognize the printed book.
It is your epoch to acquire soft file
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folder instead the printed
documents. You can enjoy this soft
file PDF in any become old you
expect. Even it is in conventional
place as the supplementary do, you
can retrieve the lp in your gadget.
Or if you desire more, you can door
on your computer or laptop to
acquire full screen leading for epic
list smart phrase. Juts find it right
here by searching the soft file in
associate page.
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